Report on the activities of SPIE Student Chapter at Wroclaw University of Technology for the period 06.2004 – 12.2004

1. Promotion of Science

- We were present at Wroclaw Festival of Science where we presented several experiments during “Circus of Physics” to promote physics and encourage young people to study science.

2. Contacts with other SPIE Chapters

- We have continued a program of exchange of lectures between members of Student Chapter in Wroclaw, Torun and Warsaw.

We have had a guest lecturer from Institute of Physics, University of Torun:

Iwona Gorczynska, "The investigations of absorption as a function of depth using OCT technique."

A member of our Chapter in exchange presented a speech:

M. Szpulak, "Holey fibers – properties and applications."

3. Scientific Activities

- The members of our chapter prepared several papers:


4. Future plans

- to intensify our program of lectures exchange
- to visit optical fiber facility at UMCS in Lublin
- to take part in an educational fair TARED
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